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PERMACOLOR® 
 The Permacolor system is a series of pressure sensitive products for mounting and 

overlaminating in the imaging industries.  Pressure sensitive Permacolor provides fast, efficient 
processing through cold roll lamination techniques without the need for heat, drying or messy 
coating operations. 

 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 The overlaminating films is a family of pressure sensitive adhesive coated, clear overlaminating 

films that are available in a variety of surface finishes.  These films are designed for use over 
digital images (ink jet, electrostatic, and thermal) to impart protection from abrasion, moisture, 
and other potentially damaging effects in both indoor and outdoor environment. 

 
 PGD6000 is an economical, gloss clear 1-mil polyester film top-coated on one side for perfect 

dry-erase capabilities and on the other with a permanent clear acrylic pressure sensitive 
adhesive, recommended for indoor and outdoor use.  The adhesive is protected by a 78# white 
Kraft release liner that provides for easy liner removal and a smooth adhesive surface.  

 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES    TYPICAL VALUES*  TEST METHOD 
 Thickness, inches (�)       ASTM-D645 
  Film plus adhesive  0.0020 (51) 
  Total product   0.0032 (81) 
 
 Quick Tack, lb./in. (N/25 mm)      Mactac CTM-25 
  Stainless Steel   1.5 (6.7) 
 
 Peel Adhesion, lb./in. (N/25 mm)     PSTC - 1 
  Stainless Steel - 15 minutes 1.9 (8.2) 
    - 24 hr.  2.5 (11) 
 
 Temperature Range Guidelines 
  Application:   Above 40°F (5°C) for best results. 
  End Use:   -40° to 180°F (-40° to 82°C)  

 
DURABILITY: 

This product has up to one (1) year outdoor use.  While all Permacolor overlaminating films have 
UV resistance built in to help extend the life of your image, the durability of the image is mainly 
dependent upon the quality of the inks (see technical data sheets given by the ink 
manufacturers) and pressure sensitive media being used. 
 

SHELF LIFE 
 Two years when stored at 75°F (24°C) and 50% relative humidity or less.  Note: Mactac 

recommends that rolls be stored on end or suspended from the core. 
 
 



IMPORTANT NOTICE: The information given and recommendations made herein are based on our research and are believed to be accurate. In 
every case, user shall determine before using any product in full scale production, whether such product is suitable for their particular purpose 
under their own operating conditions. The products discussed herein are sold without any warranty as to merchantability, expressed or implied. 
User assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection with their use of any product. When used as recommended in this Performance Guide, 
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GENERAL COMMENTS 
→ Where exposure to moisture, chemicals, solvents or high pressure wash is anticipated,

Mactac recommends sealing the edges with varnish, silicone or other sealant to prevent
penetration by these liquids.

→ Overlaminates should not be applied onto dusty or dirty prints.
→ Mactac's pressure sensitive mounting films are intended for "Cold Roll Lamination"

(40°F - 104°F).  The addition of heat while simultaneous mounting with Thermal
Overlaminates may result in curl or have other detrimental effects on the finished
product.

→ Whenever possible, always test first to ensure end-use capability.

RECOMMENDED DRY ERASE MARKERS:  (highlighted markers tested best) 
EXPO Low Odor Crayola Dry Erase Crayon Universal 43651 
SRX Board Dudes Bic Low Odor   EXPO 2 
Wipe-Off Quartet-Enduraglide   Liquid Mark low odor 2400 
TUL OMO4112  Marks-A-Lot (Avery)   EXPO Washable 
Office Max  Staples Remarx   EXPO Vis-à- Vis Wet Erase 

Please note: All markers worked very well for the first 48 hours.  However, just like you see on dry-erase 
white boards the longer the marker is on the film, the harder it is to wipe them off.  Over time some 
ghosting, especially with the specific colors like red, is to be expected. This can be cleaned with dry erase 
board cleaner.  Do not use detergents or spray cleaners like Fantastic® or Windex® to clean dry-erase 
surfaces. 

Highlighted markers still wiped of easily after 3 weeks.  High solvent markers like the original EXPO may 
need the help of the EXPO Dry-Erase board cleaner to remove after one week.  

Not all dry-erase pens are equal; therefore, the user is responsible for testing specific dry erase 
markers, which may or may not be on this list, for suitability. 

1) The user is responsible for determining the product’s suitability, including adhesion and if
needed, removal characteristics when used in applications other than listed specifically in this
Performance Guide.

2) If there are any questions about applications, please contact your Mactac sales representative
to discuss your requirements for recommendations.

3) If this is a printed Performance Guide it is an uncontrolled document.  Please check the Mactac
website for the latest, most up-to-date version.

* Values given are typical for unprocessed product and are not for use as specifications.  Processing may
change the values.

CALL 1-800-321-8834 for additional product information 


